Texture segregation in the cat: a parametric study.
We have investigated how different texture parameters affect texture segregation in the cat, and which strategies cats use to solve the segregation task. Five cats were presented with stimuli consisting of two adjacent panels. One side contained a square area of a particular texture embedded in a different background texture; the other side was filled with only the background texture. The animal's task was to detect at which side the texture difference was presented. Sensitivity for the texture difference was assessed by making one aspect of the texture (in most instances the size of the texture elements) dependent upon performance by means of a staircase procedure. Among the most prominent parametric effects are those of density and element position randomization. In general, segregation was optimal at intermediate densities and deteriorated at larger and smaller densities. Element position randomization caused a slight but systematic decrease in segregation performance. Furthermore, we found texture elements at the border between different textures to be of primary importance for segregation. Which strategy the animals used for solving the segregation task depended upon the presence of random figure/background reversals in subsequent stimulus presentations during training. The animals learned to detect texture differences if these reversals were present, and without reversals, they learned to identify the particular texture in the target square. Interestingly, parameter dependencies of segregation did not depend upon the detection strategy used. We have speculated that the two different strategies used by the cats to solve the segregation tasks are related to different hierarchical levels of texture segregation which can be traced back to different stages of texture processing in human models of segregation performance.